Samsung dlp lamp ballast

Worked great for 1 month. Today while watching TV the screen went blank. The lamp no longer
lights when I turn on the TV. Does anyone know how I can tell if I got a defective lamp or has the
ballast gone bad? Was it a replacement lamp, or was it an original? If it was a replacement, take
it out and use a meter to measure the filiment and see if its blown. If it is return it where you
bought it. There usually is not any type of warranty on a lamp, but you could try. Good Luck and
please let us know how you made out. Not sure what you mean by use a meter and measure the
filament? As I said, replaced the original lamp with a new replacement lamp from samsungparts.
Those are halogen bulbs so there's no real way to tell if the thing will fire or not with a meter.
Are you getting the lamp failure LED blinking on the front of the set? If so you either got a bad
lamp or the new lamp is still good and the ballast failed or both are bad. If the lamp physically
looks OK, not blown, then it's quite possibly a bad ballast. I have had bad lamps that looked
perfectly good be bad mostly in LG's and Zeniths. OMG What was I thinking? Of course you
cant tell on these with a meter. ME BAD! Yes I have also replaced several lamps that looked fine
but would not fire up. Thanks MOtvGuy. Since I just replaced the lamp, I'll try a new ballast. I'll
let you know. Hopefully it will arrive before the Thanksgiving holiday! The new lamp is
approximately a little over 1 year old. TV was working great and the picture began to blink. Not
go all the way out but blink rapidly. Finally the bulb went blank with all of the leds on the front
blinking at the same time. I tried to restart the tv several times but the lamp would not light. The
fans came on and the tv make a loud humming noise. Could not tell where the noise was
coming from. It did not seem to come from the ballast. The tv would not turn off with the remote.
It would appear to turn off and then the sound would come back with no picture. I am going to
replace the ballast to see if it fixes the problem. I have the same problem as mentioned above.
Except that I just got done changing my color wheel because it was making a loud noise. Now
when I turn on the tv I get the lamp that blinks on and off several times then all three blinks. Is
there a way to check the ballest using a meter? Like measuring for current going to the bulb. If
so, what should the voltage be when tv is powering up? Basically the ballast is just a
transformer. If you have voltage the supply voltage and control voltage going to it and the lamp
does not light either the lamp or ballast is bad. I have pretty much decided not to invest any
more money in this Samsung DLP due to the fact that the replacement parts are too expensive
to experiment with and the set is just too eratic. Everything I read about this set is negative. I
thought that my problem was with the power supply board because I was not getting the
required supply voltage to the ballast but after further research it could be something else not
telling the supply board to react. Further the part number of the board according to Samsung
Parts will not be available for up to 4 months. There is a total nationwide shortage of this part.
Good luck with yours. Let me know how you came out. I was able to figure it out and it all
leaded to a minor mistake on my behalf. When installing the color wheel there is a ribon wire
that is easy to put it into the slot backwards. After removing it and reinstalling it the right way
the tv worked fine. This also tells me that the color wheel circuit is tied into the ballast circuit..
Because I wasn't getting the right amount of electricity at the ballast.. When I try to turn on the
tv using the remote or the button on the side of the tv, ONLY the timer light blinks and the tv will
not turn on. If I unplug the tv from the outlet and plug it back in, the tv will turn on. The picture is
great, and the fans are working. No sounds are coming from the tv indicating a bad color wheel
or other part. When I turn the tv off, I have to follow the same procedure to turn it back on. Any
suggestions? Can anyone help with my samsung DLP problem? I replaced the original lamp
about 4 months ago. This morning when I tried to turn the TV on all i heard was like a rattling
noise. I have tried to google this and found a lot mentioned about the ballast, but I have no idea
what this is or how to tell if it is the problem. I dont understand why my replacement lamp of 4
months would already go out. Please help!!! A repair expert dianosed it to be the Main Board. It
has been impossible to get. Samsung says they are in stock, but the largest repair shop in the
U. I smell a rat somewhere. I would say Samsung is basically unreliable and they won't support
it with parts that seem to go out like crazy. Larry Dillon said: Was it a replacement lamp, or was
it an original? I have a Samsung HLT and the bulb went out. It worked for about 1 month and
went out. I shipped it back and they sent me another one. It worked for 3 days and went out. Is
is the ballast or just bad bulbs. The fans work. I cleaned out the inside and blew evrything off
with an air compressor. No dust to worry about. Have a 5 year old Samsung DLP and it just went
totally dark. No lights blinking, seems to have no power. Can that be the bulb or is it another
problem? The manual said if the lamp is going bad the control switch will blink. Nothing like
that--just a click and then darkness. I have a 5-year old Samsung DLP that just went black
abruptly. There appears to be no power to the set. Philips claims a lifetime of over 10, hours for
the lamps. Suddly screen blinked and darked. Then 3 LED lights flashed. I replaced with a new
lamp. Whan I turned it on. Three LED lights still bliking and I hear a loud humming noise coming
from color wheel. I opened the lamp cover and saw the one ballast component was very bright.

Does this mean all the lamp, color wheel and ballast are bad? Could anyone give me some
suggestions. Thanks for help. During a thunderstorm we had a general power failure - no
lightning hit or anything, just the whole block went out. Since then, the TV has no picture and
no sound other than a loud hum that varies in it's loudness. We've unplugged and plugged back
in, jiggled some cords, nothing. Larry Dillon. Last Sept. The screen was totally dark and the 3
LED lights are blinking. Could it be the lamp or anything else, pls. My Samsung DLP has not lost
the picture, but it's growing darker. Is that the lamp or can someone tell me what else it might
be? Larry Dillon, Good Luck!!!!! I have a 61" samsung dlp, and my tv shuts off for no reason the
lamp light starts blinking then i turn it right back on and then it makes a weird noise and turns
back on. Any advice?? TV comes a few seconds the picture goes out lamp turns off. The sound
remains for another few seconds and system shuts down with all 3 lights on front flashing. I
have replaced the lamp. I replaced the ballast and the TV worked for a few days the blew a
Capacitor on the new ballast and replaced that cap twice. The Cap seems to be fine right now
but I do not know why the cap kept blowing possible power supply. Can anyone help with some
test or what to examine. Robo Community. DVR Playground. Media Smart Home. Magenium
Solutions. EHome Design. Skip to main content. Log in Name Fisrt Name. Active Topics
Unanswered Topics. Log in to post comments. Last post. Dale Bowers. Was it a replacement
lamp, or. Not sure what you mean by use. Those are halogen bulbs so. Since I just. Cliff Stewart.
I have the same problem as. Thank you for any help anyone can give. Basically the ballast is
just. I was able to figure it out. Thank you Can anyone help me with a. Can anyone help with my.
Hey AprilJ. Larry Dillon said:. What was I thinking? I have a Samsung HLT and. Have a 5 year
old Samsung DLP. This may be a double post. If so, sorry. Unfriendly sign-up process. Can that
be just the bulb or do you think it's a circuit board or something. Any ideas? Vinz I hear ya man.
I have had my. I have had my Samsung My Samsung DLP has not lost. That is a hard call until
you. Josh Tanner. I have a 61" samsung dlp, and. REO Speedealer. Kris Slayton. Search form
Search. Toshiba 55" TV. Volume and input buttons acting up. I have a WS with. My 32" TV, 2
years old, now. I don't know what sort of. Connect With Techlore. Designed by Magenium
Solutions. Thank you for being a valued part of the CNET community. As of December 1, , the
forums are in read-only format. We are grateful for the participation and advice you have
provided to one another over the years. I get the flashing green "Lamp" indicator on the power
button on the TV which is normal. However the TV never comes on. No picture or sound. It just
sits there flashing the green "Lamp" indicator for about 1. While this is happening I hear the fan
running as normal and I can see that the Lamp is on by looking at the back of the TV. After
about 1. Basically the TV shuts down. Can anybody give me any ideas on what to look for as I
troubleshoot or what you think may be the issue. Here are my thoughts: Doesn't look look the
Lamp is the problem since it comes on ok as seen from the back of the TV. Could it be the color
wheel, not sure why this would cause no sound and if the TV detected a bad color wheel it
should have indicated that with flashing lights as indicated in the manual. Could it be part of the
safety circuit? I'd really appreciate any advice or tips anyone could give me. Newfieace, I'm
sorry to hear that you're having this issue. It may be that your unit requires service. However,
before that, you might try re-seating the lamp. To do this, with the TV unplugged, open the lamp
door, unscrew or unhook the lamp, slide it out, and then firmly push the lamp housing back in.
In some cases, this fixes the symptom. Tried reseating the lamp as you sugguested but that
didn't work. I did notice that when the unit shuts down you can hear the color wheel just befoer
it fully stops rotating. Based on this I might suspect it to be the color wheen however based on
some other posts the start-up sequence does a check on the color wheel before it fires up the
lamp. Since my lamp comes on then I would not suspect it to be the color wheel. However the
start-up sequence posted only goes up to when the lamp fires up. What is the next few steps in
the startup sequence that gets the picture to actually project onto the screen. There must be
more start-up steps because my TV has the color wheel running and the lamp full on but no
picture and a dark screen. Thanks for any assistance anyone can offer. Fred, curious too if you
had it fixed. Lamp works, ballast works, even replaced the power supply board, but it just
doesnt' seem like it wants to project the image. There is no sound, so it seems like it's just
missing one step. Very frustrating. Called Samsung and they gave me the number of a local
repair shop. They cant tell mejust by my description of the problem what the solution could be
or even if they have had any other customers with the same problem. Here the service calls are
over ? As you suspected this isn't a TV repair discussion forum but folk do share if it's
something well known and common. I take it you tried that first idea and it's not some old bulb. I
didn't think that was user serviceable? I could be wrong. Did the tech that did that work tell you
what else could be wrong? No he didnt. So now we are stuck. Has anyone else foudn a solution
or an idea what could be the problem? Or off with my head. Use the web to see if there is some
TV repair forum that notes it. Get a Samsung Tech to give a quote. Follow the old shop rule

when you can't figure out what part next. If you are testing it before putting the back on the set,
be sure to tape down the blue sensor switch located behind where the lamp cover door is on the
back panel The ribbon wire coming out of the color wheel slides down into position easily no
connections , but make sure that the bare wire side is facing the contacts. It took me a while to
figure that out. Other than that, this was much easier than I thought. For this one you get the
service manual to see what to do next. It might be at samsungparts. Newfieace or anyone else
having this problem , Were you able to fix this issue? I am having the exact same problem, the
lamp was replaced a few months ago and it does turn on, I also replaced the wheel 3 months
ago because the old one was shot, the TV worked for a couple of months and suddenly stopped
working. Exact same symptoms as described by Newfieace, so I am very curious on what I can
try next. Any help is greatly appreciated. Put it in and it worked! This problem started a few days
ago. I had both replaced in the last year. I tried unplugging the unit for 5 minutes, then plugging
it back in. It seems to work now. Hi Davidq3, Did you ever get this resolved? My TV is now doing
the same thing. It is about 10 years old. I just replaced the lamp for the 2nd time, and now it will
power up but then shut down.. After a few tries it will usually stay on, but obviously something
is going. I was having the same problem but once I popped the back cover off and secured it
back on again, it worked perfectly fine. My tv is doing the same thing it turns on but has a
flashing green light fans in an sound is like static but loud. Discussion is locked. Prev 1 2 Next.
DLP Twon't turn on, blinking green lamp light then shuts do. Replaced lamp still no picture or
sound. DLP won't turn on, blinking green lamp light then shuts down. Fred did you get this
problem fixed? My 50" DLP just started doing the same. Any Update. Did you get your tv fixed? I
am dealing with the same problem. Read the notes above. Did you call it in and get it inspected?
Sounds about right. Yes, changed bulb with a Samsung brand and ballast, no change to TV
operation. Off the top of my head. How many discussions did you post in? Thanks man I've yet
to find TV techs answer. I have the same issue. Some how it worked! Fully operational. Did u
ever find out the problem? Mines is doing the same thing. Power board. Hey does anyone know
where to get hold of a replacement power board? NT Ebay, samsungparts. Replaced lamp and
now TV shuts off after powering up. The FIX. Lg not working. DLPs are now so old. That you
find it hard to get parts and service. I'd ebay this for parts and go shopping. Back to Samsung
forum Prev 1 2 Next. CNET Forums. Operating Systems. General Help. Brand Forums.
Roadshow Autos. Off Topic. Other Forums. Comic Vine. Giant Bomb. Show Description. Watch
this video on YouTube. Video taken from the channel: bud8man. I replaced the bulb on May12th
and everything was in working order. Thinking there was something else causing the issue I
read some posts on line and opened the cover to see what the problem was.. I noticed when I
turned on the TV that a piece of circuitry on the ballast board was emitting light and making a
small buzzing noise that coincides with the flicker of light from the circuit item. During this
same time the bulb tries to light up and then stops when the circutiry piece stops buzzing and
emitting light. I am not sure if this is normal operation and the bulb is just bador an indication
that there is an issue with the ballast.. Video taken from the channel: Tyderium All similar
models with different size screens. Video taken from the channel: TVRepairTutorials. Video
taken from the channel: spody From what I found, if the color wheel spins and you have voltage
to the ballast, try a bulb if it is in the timeframe to be replaced. Mine had hours on it which I
found out by going into the memory of the television. The buzzing in the ballast can be normal if
it is trying to fire a dead or dying bulb. Was watching it and it suddenly shut off, it automatically
tried to restart, could hear ballast firing but no picture. Remote would not control, have to
unplug and plug back in. Also, when it dies, red light flashes, when it restarts green light
flashes.. Original description: At first the bulb was lighting up, I got picture for seconds, then tv
turned off automatically, then tried to restart automatically, bulb appeared to stay lit the entire
time.. Noticed the fans were not running, pulled the back off the tv, very dusty so cleaned
everything.. At this point, the fans run, color wheel spins, ballast buzzes and little part of the
ballast lights up, every time the ballast lights up the main bulb flickers, dimly, but does not stay
lit. As soon as the buzzing stops from the ballast, bulb turns off. Video taken from the channel:
mdemco. This is how to troubleshoot and check a ballast from a video projector. The methods
are the same regardless of the wattage, model or brand.. Video taken from the channel:
FixitFrank. Facebook ShopJimmy. Video taken from the channel: ShopJimmy. We remove the
screws holding the ballast housing together We unveil the ballast.. And begin to replace it with
the new ballast.. We will need to unscrew the connector in order to fully remove the ballast from
the housing Now we take the same steps in order to replace the ballast We install the connector
of the new ballast first.. The methods are the same regardless of the wattage. I have been happy
with this unit as the picture is great and 50 inch is large actually maybe too big. Worked great
for 1 month. Today while watching TV the screen went blank. The lamp no longer lights when I
turn on the TV. Does anyone know how I can tell if I got a defective lamp or has the ballast gone

bad? Hi have the same DLP TV and when i hit the start button no color wheel no lamp comes on
so i traced the main power line witch ran from the wall to a small board that has a fuse on its
good from there it went into a power board at a volts but there was no power coming out of the
line that leads to the ballast. Samsung DLP tv mod hlw. After changing the lamp and ballast
After changing the lamp and ballast tv is difficult to come on,and on attempts the 3 frontal
lamps flash as if the lamp is bad do I need to change the mother board. Replace ballast on dlp tv
Answered by a verified TV Technician We use cookies to give you the best possible experience
on our website. By continuing to use this site you consent to the use of cookies on your device
as described in our cookie policy unless you have disabled them. I suspect the ballast. I
suspect this means the likely failed component is probably a low cost item like a capacitor. So
the get the old one, replace the. Clip the up and intensified by a chemical coating on the inner
wall of the wires near the ballast and loosen the bulb. Shut off power to the fixture, remove all of
the bulbs, open the cover, and disconnect all of the wires leading to the ballast. Your email
address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the next
time I comment. What exactly are the symptoms of a bad ballest? Just replaced the bulb and it
comes on and starts to warm up maybe ten seconds later the screen starts flickering and goes
out displaying red light for bad bulb?? Hi there, I just wanna ask you something I just bought
brand new lamps and couple days later my TV turn off pitch black please help me out here and
the lamps is fine. Can you please tell me what causes? The parts for these tvs are no longer
made, and the repair will now run you about bucks by the time you get through replacing the
ballast, the dlp chip, and the color wheel assembly. If it goes out, throw it away. Nobody carries
parts for this crap, not even shop jimmy. They only carry reasonable parts for lcd tvs, and some
parts that run in the several hundred dollar range for dlp parts. After it stops trying to turn on
the sounds goes off never having a picture. Then blinks 6 red and one amber then repeats. What
part do I need to replace pleaseâ€¦. I have the same problem on Samsung model HLR I have
replaced the bulb and just replaced the power board thinking that the reason the tv comes on
for 20 to 30 seconds was something with the power. Anyone else have the solution. Installed a
new lamp, TV tries to turn on but keeps shutting off. Buzzing with a blue light. When I put the
old one back in it works fine. Does that sound right? So Frank, What are the symptoms of a bad
ballast besides the bulb not firing? Can a ballast be noisy hum but still be working? Are the
Mosfets usually the problem or are other components just as likely to fail? It is more noticeable
when the room is very quiet. Also concerned that it might be an indication of the ballast starting
to fail. I have a samsung hlts dlp tv that turns on and off and i can hear the ballast buzzing
several times as it tries to light the lamp. The lamp is relatively new Genuine phillips lamp. Also
i tested the wire going into the ballast from the power supply and im getting v on it. I have a LG
55 inch and have replace the bulb twice but is still dim. Is that a ballast board issue? What is
your thoughts? Hi I have a Mitsubishi dlp wd that just went out after about 4 years. When I try to
turn it on the green light will blink for about 15 seconds then go to a solid green and stay like
that for about 4 minutes. Then goes to red and stays like that. In the WD Once I pop off the rear
cover, the ballast is only held in place by a clip and 3 wires. Simplified in comparison to the
video above. I was just finishing up after separating all my parts. I just ordered a replacement
ballast on Amazon. I just ask because I thought about re-flowing my old ballast just to see if that
works. Just curious is all. It could be the color wheel. No promises but I had a bad color wheel
that sounded like a dentist drill and it ended up being the color wheel. My problem is that a loud
whistling sound and a green flash tint come on screen and keeps flashing until I turn it off. On
the power supply board it says V, but V arrives at the ballast. The projector turns on but no fans
and lamp, lights do not provide any error. I tried mosfet as seen by you, also disassembled but
they look good. Possible HPSM power supply problem? Thanks in advance for an answer. I
have a toshiba dlp 62mx, when I plug in the set, yellow lamp light blinking 3 times over and
over. I replaced the lamp nothing change. Any ideea? I have a mitsubishi wd If i try the error
codes it gives me 12 which means there is no error. What could it be? I have a WD Mitsubishi
television. Hello, thank you very much for your awesome videos. I really like this TV and hope I
can fix the problem with your help, thank you for your time. I also got the white dots just
recently and had Samsung come out and change the chip for me and that was pricey but worth
it and to much work for me. I also just ordered a new ballast board i was having trouble with the
tv turning off and on and the blinking lights. Thought it was the bulb but its a new Panasonic
bulb and tried to reset it but turned out to be the ballast with its shelf time. Thanks for the
suggestion! Frank, First of all thanks for a great videoâ€¦it is very helpful. The problem is that
the unit shorted badly sparks etc but after disassembly I tested all the mosfets and they seems
good resustance in the meg range. Additionally, the burn mark appears to have completely
obliterated the SMC component that was immediately to the right of T5 as viewed from the back
as in your video. Also, I am curious if you think it is worth trying to repair the board with a thru

hole component of the same type and value? I have a mitsubishi wd dlp tv. I get no picture, but I
get sound.. If you need help repairing your TV please comment below the ShopJimmy video or
feel free to send us a YouTube message. You may also call our customer service at ! Hi
Frank,thank you for your video,very informative,here is my question I need to order an Epson
ballast board model nbr HBLM,it also has a bar code number C BLM,as far as you know, is this
bar code number needed to order a board,see many supplyers for this board,all have different
bar code numbers? I asked this question all over the planet,so far nobody answered Thank you.
Hi thank you for your working. How many volts are there working this ballast. Is this a correct?
Thanks for the video. I have a strange problem. I have sharp PGA20X projector. It was working
perfectly well over the last 5 years with no issues at all , and I use it occasionally. This whole
projector and its lamp has about hours of usage only. Recently I am seeing the problem that
sometimes lamp is NOT turning on but some times lamp turns on at startup. As per sharp
manual, they say this scenario as lamp circuit failure. I thought lamp reached end of life. So, I
replaced with a brand new OEM lamp. But still this issue exists. The strange thing is, the lamp
will turn on some times, and it works perfectly once its ON. As of now, once in every 4 times,
lamp is turning ON. When ever lamp even with old lamp or new lamp turns ON, it works
perfectly. I am clue less, what is wrong with my projector and how to fix it. These days I am
looking to use this projector more frequently, so I want to fix this projector, any suggestions will
be appreciated. Hey Frank, Very detailed video, thank you very much. It will flash the logo briefly
and dim out several times, each time emitting a high pitch buzz, until the power lights begin to
flash the error message. Do you believe this to be a ballast issue? Thanks again Hitachi
cp-dw10n. My ballast appears to have 5 mosfets, 4 of the same model and an extra one next to
the diode that is different. Also my readings were vastly different then yours, each mosfet had
no more than 15 mOhms from drain-gate or source-drain. Nowhere on mine did I read any
kOhms. Aside from that, one of my mosfets had 0 resistance one way and but not 0 when the
orientation is reversed. I thought it mightve been a diode for a second but it definitely has 3
prongsâ€¦. Moreover, my diode reads the 0. What I mean is yours read something like 70 kOhms
one direction and 10 mOhm the other way. Mine on the other hand was 0. Is this a sign of a bad
diode? Could you help me? Last weekend, When I watching movies,my optoma HD20 power
board exploded suddenly. Then I test ballast voltage when I press start bottom. Hi Frank, I
appreciate your videos they have been very helpful with repairing several projectors. Currently
it will power up, cinema filter adjusts, lens cover opens, all fans operate, auto iris adjusts, lamp
comes onâ€¦ then it all falls apart.. Then it shuts down with the lights still flashing. Thanks for
reading! Great vid Frank! Now I know my Mosfet is dead. Do you have any suggestion how to
replace that one? Or is it better finding a new board? V not workingâ€¦. Hello Frank! Thank you
for your great video. Projector shuts down green light blink once and goes dark. I can hear
electricity afterwards and some heat created if power cable stays plugged. What could be the
reason? Could it be the ballasts? Thank you! Hello frank I actually have three ballasts all very
similar. Two are exactly the same off of a Samsung Projection tv. As soon as power was sent to
them the blew. Hi i had today situation like this: i clean my benq w and and after all my lamp
worked,and stoped. Good afternoon Frank, first of all I want to thank you for this great
contribution, very well explained and detailed. I am going to ask you a question because you
may have seen it at some point and a suggestion would be welcome. I have a viewsonic pjd
projector that, after seconds of being on, turns off the lamp and turns on the temp and lamp
LEDs at the same time. The equipment has 59 hours of actual use, when I disassembled it I
noticed that the turbine that cools the lamp did not turn and I bought an identical one, the
problem persists, I have noticed, approaching my ear to the source area a very low noise, a
buzzing sound, This happens when the computer is turned off. Will this have something to do
with the fact that it always goes out after seconds? From already grateful. Greetings from
Argentina. Thanks so much for taking the time to make this video Frank! Also there was a nasty
little wine that would come and go. Somebody recently left the projector on all day and that may
have helped to push it over the edge but it was still working. On the LED side I got red flashing
power and solid red lamp. I figured duh gots to be the lamp took it out looked solid, put in a new
same symptoms. Then I noticed research pointing to the ballast and thats how I happened upon
this video. Took out the board which has the AC plug integrated on the same board. Any advice
appreciated! Hey Frank, love your videos. And I want to throw this at you. On my Optoma hd
When I ohm out the secondary of my ballast it reads 40 megohms for a couple seconds and
then goes open. Can the color wheel photo sensor keep the ballast from turning on? I had a
broken wire on the photo sensor and I re-soldered the three wires. I had two problems going
on,. A vibrating color wheel and a lamp light warning. Any help would be appreciated. Hi, Frank.
First of all I would like to thank you for the video. Did he make the projector turn the colorwheel,
make the noise trying to turn on the lamp but could not turn it on? I bought a defective Vivitek H

and the old owner could not explain what happens to him. He just told me that the lamp was
supposed to be good and maybe it was a power supply fault. Testing the projector with the tip
that you provided, I noticed that it turns the colorwheel and emits the sound trying to turn on
the lamp but it can not turn on. The projector repeats the process a few times and after about 4
or 5 attempts it speeds up the cooler and needs to unplug it. Great video. I unplugged the TV
and inspected the bulb and saw no visible damage to it. I plugged it back in and the bulb worked
but I was getting some shadowing on the screen. I took apart the TV, carefully cleaned the color
wheel, cleaned the lens and reassembled everything. Under warranty I received a new bulb
which worked for about 2 weeks. I hear a few clicks, hear the color wheel and fans spilling upâ€¦
this happens 3 times, with a minute between each time, then stops. I removed the ballast and
kept wires connected from its housing and plugged directly into the second bulb. I measured
the voltage going into the ballast of V between cycles and V when it attempts to turn on the
light. All fets and diodes measure OK. Could the problem be the main power supply or just bad
luck on that warranted bulb? I would hate having to purchasing another bulb to test the theory.
What are your thoughts? I just bought a broken jvc x30, seller thouht it could be the ballast. The
first lamp started to flicker at around h and was replaced, the second lamp failed after around h
too so he put the old lamp back with no success. I bought it for almost nothing hoping to be
able to repair it. Now i have taken the ballast out but cant find any obvious fault on it. I have
ordered a new lamp, maybe I should have started with that! I tried to measure the diodes on the
board and two of them showed short circuit on the outer legs when mounted on the bord, but
when I desoldered them they show no short circuit. Any suggestions? Thanks Anders. Any idea
what I may have done wrong? I have a TV just like that but the screen no longer looks green,
everything serves as well as the image looks green that can be done can help me thanks. Why
not just delete this video and save some people of their lives? There is really no point in leaving
this up. Had that happen too, just unplug the bulb and re-tighten the nut Carefully on the back. I
have a 50 inch samsung. The sound goes on from the Dish receiver for a little while then it
shuts off and then tries again and the sound gos on again then it goes off again. Any ideas from
anybody? Any way to test the bulb? I followed the instructions here and received a perfect
result! I am a former electronic tech and I am often frustrated when I cannot find the information
I need to perform the simplest repairs. This video was a God send! Keep up the good work! I
had the lamp and timer red and green lights blinking, it was the door to the light bulb was loose.
Tightened the screw and it worked. Check for loose or broken wires. My tv was doing the same
after I replace the chip; in the process of doing that a wire broke and my tv never turn back on.
And the DMD is behind the little fan. Mines didnt seem damaged. I have replaced the lamp and
ballast. Checked the color wheel to see if it was damaged, it was fine. Super cleaned the tv did
everything that I could think of. Please help if u find solution. Hi FixitFrank, happy ! Thanks for
great videos that help us all with our struggles, and thanks for your help last time. Can you do it
again? Whenever it happens, HD83 fails to show the picture. The lamp is on. The vent goes
always on, a little more noisy than otherwise. But the screen remains dark as soon as any film
would start. I have the same problem I have the Samsung tv and it stay on for 20 sec and it turn
off any one could help me out I put the tape aready. I have the same TV and like yours it is a
little over 5 yrs old. It had to be repaired two days after I got it because it would not shout off
unless you unplugged it. Now it will take forever to come on. It first started coming on and the
pic would be either red blue or green but if you turned it off and back on it was fine. Now it takes
a long time to come on at all. I just replaced my DLP chip in my Samsung. Got everything
together without putting the back cover on just in case I needed to adjust something. TV turned
on for 3 seconds and then turned off with the red and green lights blinking. I put the back cover
on and the tv worked fine. So what was the resolution? Mine is doing same thing now. New bulb
and color wheel. Just ordered balast and dmd for 80 bucks. Well see what happensâ€¦. If my
cord that the lamp clicks in is corroded. Is it safe to say the ballast is shot or just the cord? I
have the same TV. Had it for 5 years under warranty. Best Buy replaced the bulb 5 times even
though the contract was one time replacement. It is the 6th. Hit the power on, TV tries to light up
then stopsâ€¦power is on with no picture. The picture flashes once in a while. I un plug it for 20
to 30 secondsâ€¦plug back in and TV comes onâ€¦kind of getting tired of this though. I have a
Sony DLP doing the same thing on a brand new lamp. I checked the components on the ballast,
they seem to be OK. The lamp still looks clean with no burning signs. Can it be that the ballast
or something else has damaged it? Your help will be appreciated. Make sure you put the back
cover on before testing. Most tvs will have a safety switch that prevents you from turning on
without the back on for safety reason. You might think that the chip fried the tv but it is only the
safety swtich. U need to hold the detector switch down withe some tape or something its this
blue thing by the lamp. If you can find one online that should help tell you what the problem is. I
really appreciate your videos, and hope you can help me out. The power lamp was blinking

orange and it did not respond to anything. I pulled out the power cord, and put it in again and
pushed the on-button. I have inspected the lamp and it does not look damaged. I hope you have
an idea of what it can be. Hopefully this helps, and you get your TV working,. Have you tried
replacing the bulb?? I took it home, plugged it in, and it was doing this exact same thing,
buzzing, and trying to fire the bulb. I removed the bulb, turned on the TV, and no buzz from
ballast could be heard. Great video it helped me understand the problem I am having with mine.
I have a HL56A and my lamb went out like 3 times I replaced the last bulb today and I got picture
for like a minute, but not really bright. I see the bulb trying to stay lid so I have come to the
conclusion that I may need a new board. Let me know your oppinion if you can thanks. My
problem was my tv went black when I was watching it and the lamp light kept flashing. The
noise from some motor sounded like it would wind up and then wind down. It did this for about
a minute or so then turned off and all 3 lights on the front of the tv was blinking. Any guys jope
you guy were able to fix your units. JRLHiggins1, Im having the same issue, I also order the
lamp and now im also not getting the few second that i used to get, Did you get to order that
ballast and did it work. Before I opened the TV I got less than a minute of viewing before it shut
down and all 3 lights flashed. I learned that was the TV telling me the bulb is bad. I agree with
DodgeI just stuck a finger in my eye too. Thanks alot!!! Just kidding, but really do make it a little
better than this for the rest of us. Thanks, David. Did you ever solve this problem? Mine is doing
the exact same thing opened it up and saw the blinking as well. The buzzing coincides with the
purple light. I have a Mitsubishi dlp wd, I put in a new lamp and now it turns on for a sec or two
then shuts off again, with red blinks then one red then one green in a continuous pattern.. The
TV turns on no problem. The lamp appears bright, but sometimes just a hint dim. Any response
to no picture and no sound? My tv was working fine until I pushed the pause button. Then the
picture went out. Any reason why? When I try to turn it on the green light blinks only, no picture
or sound at all. A friend gave me a Toshiba 62hm84 model I do not have the remote and the
green light on the front is solid, and the red light just blinks? The TV will not turn on by
touching the power button on the front touch function not a button. I think I need the board that
turns the TV on again touch function. It is about 8 inches long by 2 inches wide. I do not know
the name of said board. Any info will be helpful. I just replaced the lamp but the picture is still
very dark. Could it be the ballast or do you think I have a bad lamp? How do I test the ballast?
Great videoâ€¦do have a question. I tried this 3 years ago and reconnecting that wire was
impossible, to the point where one of the pins snapped off. How did you manage to do that. I
had to purchase the whole board last time and get it profesionally repaired. The tech told me it
was my ballast assembly. I would like to save some money and do it myself. I was curious if
some tvs such as mine, you have to access the ballast from the front of the tv. If so, how do you
get the front off because I have all the screws out but bottom of the front screen acts like its still
screwed in. I have a 62HM14 and I keep getting the error code that says there is an issue with
the lamp. I have tried two new lamps and it still does not work. I have disassembled my TV
thanks to your video and have the ballast out. When I would turn the TV on I would get sound
but then it would keep trying to turn on. Do I need to replace the ballast or do I have a more
serious problem? Thanks for the video! Thanks man but I found the problem the lightbulb blew
up on the inside but I could just go buy another. Only buy a Phillips or Osram I know they are
more expensive but the cheap ones will only last 6 months to a year. I have what looked like the
same TVmodel 62HM14, and my problem is the tv turns on but then the green light flashes nine
times then tries to reset itself but then repeats the same process. I had a bulb blow on my
62HM94, replaced it, and still no picture. I saw this video and went for it. Thank u for helping us
with this awesome video! Should be fairly similar process. It should give you the error codes.
So you would have to replace both. Toshiba DLP are notorious for this problem. Good luck. I
have my samsung hls TV not working for last 5 months. Green Leds flashes, but bulb doesnt
turn on and also I hear the squeak noise on the ballast I changed the bulb three month ago but
did not fixed the problem. I will buy the ballast on ebay and see if it works. And what part I
would need to buy? I am debugging my benq w which has similar if not the same ballast. Have
changed all 4 moss grease when two had other values. But still do not want to light the lamp.
Can I in some way check if the lamp is broken or ballast? How many volts should ballast give on
output? Have tested with two cheap new bulp lamps. Thanks in advance. Buy only Philips or
Sylvania Osram Lamps!! I have a nec vexg projector. But still same problem. Pls help me to
identity the problem. Same thing happen to me my tv is like 18 month old, i replace the bulb like
3 month a go and now it is doing the same thing, bad thing is the guys were i bought the bulb
did not give me any warranty, at this point i dont know if is the ballast, bulb or the power supply,
i just get the three light at front, any idea? Mine does the same exact thing, the ballast makes a
loud buzzing noise when starting and blinks like that. The tv is only two years old. The people
whom I bought the warranty stiff everyone out of their money and closed or went out of

business without saying a word. Aug 1sthl50aDLP green light blinking front panel, no picture.
Still nothing. Did anyone on these posts find and answer. Unfortunately there is no way to clean
the color wheel.. Belita William: The 3 lights mainly show the sign for a new bulb. So just order
the new bulb and replace it. You should be fine. However, the ballast is what ignites the bulb to
come on. I have the same buzzing with my HL-SW. I turned it on while open and no lamp, and I
saw a light comes on at the same time as the buzzing. THe light seems to be coming from the
balast, I could see de to not installing the lamp. I hope this helps you. All about science and
technology. Click on "Watch later" to put videos here. Expert Mark. Table of Contents:. Any
thoughts? Show Description This is how to troubleshoot and check a ballast from a video
projector. You may also like. Cancel reply Your email address will not be published. Thanks
again Hitachi cp-dw10n following up: I removed the ballast and tested the mosfets and diode,
and had a few discrepancies. I thought it mightve been a diode for a second but it definitely has
3 prongsâ€¦ Moreover, my diode reads the 0. Sorry my poor English. Thanks you very much. I
have a new symptom in my HD Faulty color wheel, faulty controller on motherboard or wherever
it may reside , or what? Any solution? What are the symptoms of a bad ballast? Latest
publications. Network Computer Processor Problems. Random post. Capehart, Wayne C.
Turner, William J. Kennedy Fairmont Press, International, Molland Elsevier Science, Stein,
Raymond M. Stein, Melvin I. Freeman Elsevier Health Sciences, Kelley Institute of Real Estate
Management, Any ideas on My 46in Samsung? I keeps cycling like it is going to start but no
light. From looking on the internet it sounded like it was the lamp ballast for sure, but I just go
the new one and installed it and the same thing is happening. I don't think it is the lamp, that
was replaced a couple of months ago, but maybe its bad? Any ideas? Thank you. Larry, thanks
for the response. I did unplug the set a couple of times but that didn't change anything. For a
while it would cycle a couple of times and then start and run for hours with a good picture. Then
one day it just kept cycling and would not start up again from that point forward. I have the
same problem with my 46 Samsung DLP. I replaced the lamp first and everything was working
fine. About a month later the color wheel went. I know that for sure because when I went in and
replaced it, the old one was shattered. Now when I plug in the TV it tries to power up with no
luck and won't shut off when I use the remote I literally have to unplug it or it will repeat the
power cycle process. I don't want to spend more money on a ballast and not have it fix the
problem. I have seen this before but do not remember what part I replaced to get it going, I
beleive or think it was the motor driver IC. Replaced color wheel on Samsung DLP set when all
three indicators lights began flashing with no picture. Had picture for a week when everything
went black. Replaced lamp, still no picture and now a flashing "lamp" light. Please offer
suggestions. My nephews year old Samsung 50" DLP one day just started turning off and on. It
had to be unplugged to shut it down. Lamp was working but would go to black after about 10
seconds. It was under warranty and the repairman said it was a bad Ballast Capacitor. It might
even work for an hour or so after being unplugged for awhile. The replacement Lamp is
definitely working, I have reset the hours timer, voltage is at volts going to the ballast, all the
fans are working but sometimes the color wheel does not kick on. The color wheel has a certain
faint whine when it turns on so you know when it's working. Sometimes the colors start to go
crazy like on an acid trip for those that can only imagine what that is like this DLP has served
me well up until it started having flashbacks. It would not be cost effective to replace all of the
parts one at a time in order to determine what the problem is. Just my luck it will be somewhere
in the dollar main board. No thanks, but I might try a new ballast. Replaced the color on my
samsung 56" DLP and now I have the three blinking lights as well. Replaced the lamp with my
old lamp, that wasn't it. Doing a hard power down now. If that doesn't work what is my next
step? Any helkp would be greatly appreciated. I cycles three times while humming I assume it is
trying to fire the lamp and then I get the three blinking lights in front. At first it would
immediately start the humming when i plugged it in and the only way I could get it to power off
was by unplugging it. Now when i plug it in a have to hit the power button but still the same
results. I have replaced the lamp but still no luck. I have read many threads and it seems it could
be the color wheel or the lamp ballast. If the color wheel is bad, will the lamp still fire? If the
ballast is bad, are there any tell tell signs, ballooned capacitors etc? I am leaning towards the
ballast but any help would be greatly appreciated. I have a 50 inch Samsung DLP model number
hl50ac1f. It was fine for 2 years and we blew the blub. Purchased a new samsung blub and now
it blew. Is this just bad luck with bulbs or could there be another reason It is blowing them? No
dust in TV no fingerprints on bulb. I have read a lot about the balast? How can you tell if this is
bad and if it is does it make the TV blow them? I also have a HL50AC. Ironically I have the same
exact problem as the person above. In January my bulb blew after hours. I received a factory
bulb from my warranty Thank god I have a 5 year warranty! After 2 weeks the bulb blew and they
overnighted me another one. Put the bulb in and it worked great. After a month that bulb blew.

This time a technician came to inspect the unit. He replaced the bulb and the tv fired right up.
Another month and a half go by and the bulb blows again. The technician came again and
replaced both the lamp and the ballast. Tv worked great. Another month and a half and another
blown bulb. So far four bulbs in six months. Does anyone have any other suggestions? Quick
follow up on my HLP ballast replacement. Did not do the trick. The set had been unplugged for
weeks so it did work for an hour or so. I shut it off but left it plugged in. The next day it was back
to it's old tricks again of off again on again, does this three times and all three idiot lights flash.
That's what I feel like after spending the money on replacing an 80 dollar part to fix it. If the
scene is too bright, the picture temporarily goes to black. Of course this is only when you can
get it to work at all. This was easily fixed by adjusting the contrast to a lower setting. Maybe this
is a clue as to what the real problem is, who knows. The color wheel is next to be replaced in the
Samsung hall of shame. Everything still points to the logic board having a heat problem. Why
else would it work after not being plugged in for a while and refuse to work if it had. Again, who
knows? This is an intermittent with a particular pattern. RixRex I was told by the expert I was
talking to that if the color wheel is going out you will have those issues of it going black if the
scene is too bright and the color wheel working on and off will cause the set to shut down.
These tv's are very sensative to dust and heat, so you can see what we did below. Det I think
that I have a overheating problem. The tv is in an entertainment center and I think the airflow is
not as good as it was when it was out in the open, also we found lots of dust when we started
investigating the problems with us blowing lamps. So we have cleaned out the dust, pulled the
tv away from the wall and put a small fan behind the tv to help with the circulation and air. IF the
ballst was bad it would blow the lamp immediately not a month later. The color wheel can go out
and the lamp still work, but no color or color fading in and out. This is the website the expert
told me to get parts from, he has been using them for 20 years and they warranty their bulbs
and parts for our tv. He said there is a lot of crap lamps out there and they just dont last. An
orginal replacement lamp for our tv should cost The warranty place fixing your tv may not be
unsing original lamps. Just passing on what I am being told. Total Price I have a Samsung DLP
rear projection tv. I changed the light bulb on, put the cover back on, and the LAMP light is still
blinking. The TV still won't come on. Tried pushing the blue switch up and down and it made no
difference. What am I doing wrong? Luckily I still have 3 years of warranty left. So far it has not
cost me a dime. As for cooling the TV is located 12" from the wall. All of the fans are working
properly and there is no dust. I make sure to remove any dust from the tv once every few
months Inside and Out. I think my color wheel is fine. When a new bulb is put in the picture is
crystal clear. It is frustrating since the original bulb lasted so long and the most recent ones
only last a little over a month. It would be my luck that they were all just bad bulbs! The picture
became a green cast with horizontal bands on different shades of green or gray. You could still
see the program through this stuff, but not well. There was a fairly loud whirring sound. I had to
unplug it to stop the noise. When I restarted, there was no picture at all, but the whirring noise
was still there, but not as loud. The "on" button flashes all three things. The lamp is less than
two years old. Would it make noise if it goes bad? I took it out and looked at it and it looked OK.
Where do i begin, Lamp, ballast, fan, color wheel? I was watching TV when it suddenly shut off
and all three lights started flashing in the front. I installed a new bulb and now when you try to
turn it on, it clicks once as if turning on and the lamp light flashes. After a bit it clicks once more
and the standby light comes on. Then it clicks again and goes back to the lamp light flashing.
Repeat for a total of 3 times then it goes back to flashing all 3 lights. There is no picture or
sound coming from the TV. Is it the ballast? Ideas please! Shawn, not necessarily the ballast.
My HLP is doing the exact same thing but replacing the ballast did nothing. If I leave it
unplugged for a while it will sometimes work just fine for an hour or so. Even though the color
wheel is not making any noise I believe it to be the intermittent problem thanks svicich. I will let
you know as soon as I scrape up the bucks to replace it. Recently replaced the bulb and the
color wheel. Now when I start up the television, the red is missing from the picture. After about
10 minutes, it comes on and everything looks great. Any clue as to what is causing this? There
are 4 tiny white dots on my screen now. I think they may be dead pixels. I talked to a local tv
repair man who said it could either be the IC? Does anyone know of a do-it-yourself program for
this kind of thing? Or has anyone else had this problem before? Any help would be very much
appreciated! I replaced the Lamp. The replacement's obviously brighter but still no pic. When I
turn it on it does not make the melody sound, I can hear the colour wheel spin quietly and the
lamp goes on but the screen remains black. After about secs it shuts down by itself. I can see
very weak flickering lights trying to get through the black screen but that's all it does. I want to
say the ballast is bad without even checking the power output but the lamp fires up only there's
no pics. Can anybody help me out. Can anyone help me? My samsung 61in dlp's picture still
comes on but it is darker than normal. Is this just a bulb that is going out? If this is the case, it's

a difficult and expensive repair, which I personally don't recommend doing. Robo Community.
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